A classifier training methodology is presented for Kapvik, a micro-rover prototype. A simulated light detection and ranging scan is divided into a grid, with each cell having a variety of characteristics (such as number of points, point variance and mean height) which act as inputs to classification algorithms. The training step avoids the need for time-consuming and error-prone manual classification through the use of a simulation that provides training inputs and target outputs. This simulation generates various terrains that could be encountered by a planetary rover, including untraversable ones, in a random fashion. A sensor model for a three-dimensional light detection and ranging is used with ray tracing to generate realistic noisy three-dimensional point clouds where all points that belong to untraversable terrain are labelled explicitly. A neural network classifier and its training algorithm are presented, and the results of its output as well as other popular classifiers show high accuracy on test data sets after training. The network is then tested on outdoor data to confirm it can accurately classify real-world light detection and ranging data. The results show the network is able to identify terrain correctly, falsely classifying just 4.74% of untraversable terrain.
Introduction
In robotics, there is a current focus on increasing autonomy, so that less and less human interaction is necessary. Autonomous navigation is especially important in planetary exploration, where human communication is limited by the large distances between Earth and potential places to explore, such as Mars. 1 Moreover, in tasks such as mining, 2 search and recovery 3 and rescue operations, 4 the ability for an autonomous rover to understand and classify its surroundings is of utmost importance. 5 For these reasons, a neural network classification system for light detection and ranging (LiDAR) was investigated and is presented in this article.
Kapvik, a planetary micro-rover prototype built for the Canadian Space Agency, is one such rover and is pictured in Figure 1 . The rover is required to make large autonomous drives over unknown terrain, with limited computational power. The rover makes use of a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithm called FastSLAM 2.0 6 that works in tandem with a D* path planning algorithm 7 that includes terrain traversability costs similar to the algorithm demonstrated in the study by Ishigami et al. 8 To achieve this, both LiDAR and stereocamera system are employed for use in different scenarios (such as night and day, respectively) or together. This article will detail the way in which a classifier is trained to robustly classify the traversability of terrain using the Kapvik rover's LiDAR measurements.
For use as an input in path planning algorithms, it is important to classify LiDAR data as traversable or untraversable. A LiDAR scan will typically contain at least tens of thousands of data points. 9, 10 In the case of Kapvik's LiDAR, each data point contains a measurement of range, bearing and tilt. These large data sets are usually unevenly distributed, noisy, contain occlusions and spurious range data due to edges on objects and moving objects. 11 There must be a way for the autonomous system to differentiate which part of the scan constitutes an obstacle (i.e. untraversable) and which part can be safely navigated over (i.e. traversable). Creating a simple 2 1 2 -dimensional elevation map and an expert rule-based system that computes traversability based on estimating height and slope has limitations due to incomplete and uncertain sensor data. [11] [12] [13] More complex maps that include information such as surface normal estimation are computationally complex to compute. 14 Classifiers such as neural networks can handle these issues in a robust and natural way and therefore a neural network has been used for this article.
Neural networks are often used to solve classification problems. [15] [16] [17] They have been applied in speech recognition, character recognition and signal processing problems.
It has been shown that neural networks can be viewed as universal approximators, and it has been demonstrated that a single hidden layer neural network can approximate any continuous function with support in a unit hypercube. 18 Neural networks would seem worthy of investigation for the three-dimensional (3D) LiDAR classification problem. Work has been done by other researchers on classifying aerial LiDAR data that generate elevation maps of limited resolution, 19, 20 and some significant work has been done in the case of 3D LiDAR from a rover perspective 4, 9, 10, [21] [22] [23] and more specifically other types of classifiers such as Markov random fields, 24 Bayesian classifiers, 25 support vector machines (SVMs) 26 and fuzzy modelling. 11 Hata et al. successfully use a neural network to do such classification. 27 More recently, convolutional neural networks have gained attention for their ability to correctly classify images that nears or exceeds human level accuracy. 28 These types of networks have been adapted for use with 3D LiDAR data to detect vehicles 29 and other objects. 30 Extending classification to other metrics like lithological information is also possible using LiDAR intensity data. 31 In planetary robotics, much work has focused on terrain parameter estimation 32 and classification 33 relying on measurements from interoceptive sensors as the rover drives over terrain. Exteroceptive measurements have also been included in a self-supervised classification system. 34 What this article contributes is an easily adaptable training system that can be applied to a wide range of terrain types and avoids time-consuming hand-labelled target scans to be used in classifier training. For the purposes of this article, the training system has been applied to a simple multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network. While many classifiers could be chosen, neural networks are currently the state of the art in pattern recognition and machine learning, 35 and the potential to expand our network model to some of the more recent developments in the literature is possible. It makes use of more information from LiDAR scans than has been used in previous examples and includes information such as the rover's estimated pose. At the same time, using a neural network to assess raw data, computationally complex tasks such as surface normal estimation are not needed to compute traversability. The neural network presented also seamlessly incorporates different point cloud densities and sensor noise attributes. An effort has been made to keep the overall neural network structure simple, allowing easy adjustment to the inputs and outputs.
In 'Neural network development' section, the neural network structure is explained along with the methodology for training. The LiDAR configuration and simulation used to train the neural network is explained in 'LiDAR configuration and terrain simulation' section. The performance of several other classifiers trained on this data is compared to the neural network and test results using the neural network in a real-world environment are presented in 'Results' section. 
Neural network development
The neural network structure presented here is an MLP neural network. 15 The MLP was chosen for its simplicity and to test the concepts presented in this article but these concepts could easily be extended to other classifiers and was tested on a variety available in MATLAB ® . 36 An MLP has an input layer, output layer and in-between one or more so-called hidden layers as shown in Figure 2 . Neurons are connected in layers by weighting factors that are represented by lines. The input layer neuron values are multiplied by the weighting factors, and the result is summed with all other weighted input neuron values as the input to an activation function in the next layer of neurons. The activation function used in this article is the sigmoid function
where x is the summation of all weighted neuron outputs from the previous layer. This constrains the output of the function to a value between 0 and 1. The weight that connects the ith neuron output, f ðx i k Þ, in the kth layer to the jth neuron input in the ðk þ 1Þ layer is denoted as w i;j kjkþ1 . The input to the jth neuron in the ðk þ 1Þ layer is then computed as
where N k is the number of neurons in the kth layer and N L is the total number of layers in the network. Neural networks must be trained so that the weighting factors produce an output that is expected based on the initial input to the network. To avoid the need for the collection of large data sets and subsequent manual classification, the network undergoes training on a simulated data set representing LiDAR scans of various terrains and is shown to generalize well enough that when presented with new measurements from actual outdoor environments, it will correctly classify the terrain. What follows is a detailed description of the neural network input, output and training formulation.
Cell grid
As demonstrated in the study by Hata et al., 27 the points in a new set of measurements are first organized in a cell grid overlaying the map. This is done by transforming the measurements into the global reference frame based on the estimate of the rover pose and then assigning each point to a cell.
Each cell represents a certain area of the map with a and b denoting the row and column index, respectively, starting from bottom left as shown in Figure 3 . Some associated values are assigned to each cell based on the LiDAR measurements contained within it. The dimensions of each cell are chosen to be approximately the diameter of a rover wheel, as this is the typical definition of an untraversable obstacle for a rocker-bogie type rover. 37 For instance, if a cell that covers the range of points within 3-3.1 m in the x-and y-directions is selected, all points that fall within this range are considered. The values the cell takes on include things such as the mean height in comparison to the rover's estimated height, the variance of the features in the z-direction or the difference between the maximum and minimum positions of features in the z-direction.
The neural net classifies each cell in the grid based on these inputs. To train the neural net, a set of measurements
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Hidden layer that are already classified are presented to the neural network, and based on the difference between its output and the known classification, the weights are adjusted as discussed in 'Methodology for training' section. The number of neurons used for the hidden layers is determined empirically. There are no specific accuracy requirements, so the neural network is tested at various numbers of neurons, with the goal of being as accurate as possible using as few neurons as possible in each hidden layer.
To begin testing the neural network, the output is limited to a single neuron, with a value between 0 and 1. Different regions between 0 and 1 represent different classifications. For instance, in a binary classification, 0 represents completely traversable terrain and 1 represents completely untraversable terrain. The simplest output is assigned a classification based on the following rule
where O a;b is the neural network output at the specified cell. If it is preferred to have a smoother gradient that captures the relative cost of traversing the terrain, the rule can simply contain more classification regions between 0 and 1 or report the output between 0 and 1 directly. The activation function shown in equation (1) has limits of 0 and 1 as x goes to +1. If the network is trained for these outputs, the weights will be driven to large values that are unstable. 17 Therefore, the network should be trained on less extreme values. In the case of this neural network, the output range is between 0.1 and 0.9, with traversable terrain being labelled 0.1 and untraversable terrain being labelled 0.9.
The neural net requires a relatively large and varied data set for training. This helps the neural net generalize which is important when it is presented later with unfamiliar terrain measurements. To offset the large amount of time and effort that is required to classify many LiDAR scans manually, a simulation was used to generate a set of simulated LiDAR scans belonging to randomly generated terrain. The terrain is then automatically classified as it is generated. For instance, when terrain is generated, the ground is labelled as traversable terrain, whereas rocks are labelled as untraversable. When the simulated LiDAR scans these different areas, the training set contains the correct labels for each scanned point to be used for supervised training. This constitutes an improvement over previous classification training methods that rely on manually labelled data sets. The simulation developed for this article is discussed in 'LiDAR configuration and terrain simulation' section.
Neural network input types
After dividing up the LiDAR range data into a cell format, various inputs are derived for each cell that will help the neural network determine what type of terrain that cell represents. While some cells are classified as empty, the ones that are not empty will contain one or more LiDAR data points. As an input, specific LiDAR data points are considered as well as characteristics of the group as a whole. Information about the rover's pose is also used to influence how the neural network perceives a cell. Anything that might influence the way the LiDAR scanner scans the environment (e.g. rover pose) as well as may describe differences between different types of terrain (e.g. rock or sand) is potential inputs to the neural network. What follows is a brief description of each input used in the terrain classifying neural network. For the sake of simplicity, the following values are always assumed to be encapsulated within a single cell located at (a, b) in the cell grid.
Mean height: The first input to the neural network is the cell's mean height. The calculation for the mean height is taken as the position of the rover in the z-direction, z r , subtracted from the mean position in the z-direction of all LiDAR data points in the cell, z m , both with respect to the global reference frame
If the rover is operating on a two-dimensional (2D) ground plane with obstacles scattered about, this input alone could be used to determine whether a cell represented untraversable terrain or not. However, in 3D terrain, there is the potential for hills and valleys.
To the rover, these might look like obstacles but are actually smooth slopes that the rover can easily traverse. To be able to differentiate between the two is of obvious importance, so other inputs from each cell must be considered. Variance: The variance of the height of LiDAR data points in a given cell is an indication of what type of terrain it represents. Solid obstacles and terrain will have a small variance, whereas terrain that includes grass may have a larger variance in height. The variance in height for each cell is calculated as
where M is the number of points in each cell and the subscript i denotes the ith point. Absolute height difference: The difference between the maximum and minimum height in a given cell. Data points belonging to untraversable terrain will have larger differences in height over the span of a single cell than traversable terrain. Number of LiDAR data points: The number of points in a cell will in general be higher for untraversable terrain. Rover orientation: The rover orientation in the pitch and roll directions has an effect on what is considered untraversable. For instance, if the rover is pitched forward, looking down a hill, an obstacle on the hill has a larger perceived height difference than if the rover sees a similar obstacle on flat terrain. Mean height of adjacent cells: Slopes are more likely to have adjacent cells that change gradually in height than cells that include obstacles where the edges will typically have large drop-offs in height. This is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Methodology for training
The methods used to train a neural network are extremely important. Improper training can lead to neural networks that are not well generalized. They may perform well on a training set, but because the training set doesn't fully represent the range of data encountered in real measurements, it may fail to generalize well enough to work in a real scenario. While part of the reason a simulation is used in training is to reduce the time required to label the training set, it is also used to increase the types of terrain encountered by the rover. For instance, if the data were obtained from a few locations in and around a university campus with the actual LiDAR, and then manually labelled, the data set might not resemble the terrain located on Mars or another common outdoor environment.
There is also a question of too much training data, where the neural net is not able to encode the information from all possibilities adequately. Using a simulation, the type and volume of terrain the neural net is trained on is easily controlled. However, simulations present new problems. The terrain generated is a smooth surface described by a polynomial, and the obstacles are polyhedron shapes. The question is whether the neural network will be able to generalize these more basic geometries from the training set to real data it receives while driving outdoors. In this article, the training and validation steps are done through simulation, and the testing set is from real-world scan data. The neural network trained on simulated data must correctly classify scans taken in the real world.
If the neural network fails on real data, the question becomes whether some fundamental information is not being given to the neural network causing it to fail or if the training set itself needs to be changed, to more accurately represent data, the rover will encounter in the real world.
The neural network presented in this article is trained using a nonlinear Kalman filter rather than the more popular backpropagation method. In the study by Singhal and Wu, 38 it was first shown that an extended Kalman filter (EKF) could be used to train a neural network. In the study by Ruck et al., 39 it was shown that backpropagation is a degenerate form of the EKF, one in which the errors in the weights are assumed to be uncorrelated, leading to potentially less accurate results. This result and the potential to reuse nonlinear Kalman filter algorithms already developed for the state estimation algorithms of Kapvik led to its use as the training method for the presented neural network.
To properly estimate each of the weight states, the training set should be at least as large as the number of weights. For the initial training, a new surface is generated for each training set input/output pair and a measurement is taken by placing the rover in a random location. This ensures that the terrain is different in each scan. After one scan, each of the inputs is calculated and formed into the neural network input vector u n discussed in 'Neural network input types' section and an output based on the untraversable label for each cell, determined by simulation, denoted as d n . For instance, if any of the data points in a cell belong to an obstacle, the cell is labelled untraversable and d n will be equal to 0.9.
Before training, the data set is divided into three sections: 70% of the data set is reserved for training, 15% for validation and 15% for testing. A nonlinear Kalman filter trains the weights of the neural network as shown in Figure  5 using the training part of the data set. After the training for a particular input is accomplished, the weights are passed onto the next iteration of the Kalman filter along with a new training input/output pair. To avoid overfitting, the validation set error is checked at set intervals during training. When the validation set error is determined to be rising, training ends and the network reverts to the estimated weights at the iteration where validation set error was at a minimum. The test set is used separately, after training is complete, to evaluate the performance of the neural network against other models or classifier types.
EKF formulation
What follows is a short description of the design of an EKF for use in training a neural network, which shows the relation between it and the more common backpropagation training rule. It is straightforward to extend this formulation to other nonlinear Kalman filters (e.g. an unscented Kalman filter) where it is unnecessary to explicitly compute the Jacobian of the neural network model. We adopt the notation in the study by Barfoot, 40 where estimates based on a prior and the latest input are accented with ǎ ðÁÞ symbol and corrected estimates are accented with a ð:Þ symbol. We constrain our belief function for the weight estimate at iteration n,ŵ n , to be Gaussian pðw n j w 0 ; u 1:n ; d 1:n Þ ¼ N ðŵ n ;P n Þ
where w 0 is the initialized weight value prior, andP n is the covariance of the weight estimate. The noise variables for the inputs, v n , and measurements, n n , are also treated as Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrices Q n and R n , respectively v n *N ð0; Q n Þ
n n *N ð0; R n Þ
The process and measurement models are defined as
where b is the neural network model output. The EKF prediction and measurement correction steps can then be written as Prediction :
Correction :ŵ n ¼ w n þ K n d n À bð w n ; u n Þ
Because the process model in the prediction step follows a random walk model (i.e. static þ noise), F nÀ1 is simply the identity matrix. The Jacobian of the network model, B, results from linearizing the network at the current weight estimates B n ¼ @bð w n ; u n ; n n Þ @w n j w n ;u n ;0 (16) As shown in the study by Ruck et al., 39 the backpropagation training rule reduces to
where is the so-called learning rate, and similarly the EKF algorithm reduces to
if the following assumptions are made: (1) P n ¼ pI and (2) ðB n P n B T n þ R n Þ À1 ¼ aI. Therefore, the update in the weight estimates is the same as the backpropagation training rule with ¼ ap. Given the first assumption, the errors in the weights are uncorrelated (P remains diagonal) which is obviously untrue as the weights in the upper layers contribute to the derivatives of the network with respect to the weights of the lower layers. The ability of the filter to modify K over time is also lost, and therefore the size of the update at each iteration will remain the same. Without going into the derivation here, it is also shown in the study by Ruck et al. 39 that the conditions to satisfy the second assumption are not generally met. It's clear that backpropagation is not using all the information available to update the weights.
In the study by Chernodub, 41 it is shown that Kalman filters have comparable performance to the second-order batch optimization methods (e.g. gradient descent) for training neural networks used in classification problems, with the added benefit of being easily run in a real-time fashion. However, as shown in the study by Puskorius and Feldkamp, 42 the computational complexity of an EKF estimating a neural network with p outputs and s weights is Oðps 2 Þ and its storage requirements are Oðs 2 Þ, which for large neural networks makes the EKF much more computationally demanding than backpropagation. To remedy this, a decoupled EKF was introduced that decouples weights into mutually exclusive groups, which results in a covariance matrix that is more sparse and block diagonal. The number of groups can be tuned between one and s groups, where one group is equivalent to a standard EKF, encompassing the entire covariance, and having s groups assumes the errors in the weights are uncorrelated and is equivalent to backpropagation. One suggested grouping is to group weights that share a single input node with each other. This allows for flexibility when applying this algorithm to different scenarios, for example, training offline with a powerful computer versus online on different rover platforms with different computational abilities. It is also possible to use other nonlinear Kalman filtering algorithms for this purpose, including ones that do not require explicit calculation of the Jacobians for each network model. For the purposes of this article, only one group was used (all weight covariances were estimated) to obtain the most accurate results, but the flexibility to tune the algorithm to our needs and to swap in nonlinear Kalman filter algorithms already developed for SLAM has proven useful.
LiDAR configuration and terrain simulation
A typical LiDAR will return a range and bearing which can be converted to a Cartesian position with knowledge of the pose of the LiDAR device. To avoid the expense of a 3D LiDAR scanner, 2D LiDAR scanners can be made to tilt about an axis using a tilt device, and at set intervals take 2D scans as shown in Figure 6 . The combination of 2D scans and tilt intervals can be used to create a 3D scan that approximates scans that a 3D scanner creates. The expected operating environments and stop and go nature of the micro-rover Kapvik allow the use of scans taken with the rover in a stationary pose, devoid of any moving objects such as people or vehicles.
For this article, a Directed Perception PTU D46 (FLIR Systems, Burlingame, California, USA) is used as the tilt unit and a Hokuyo URG-04LX (Hokuyo Automatic Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) range finder. The LiDAR and tilt unit are mounted together on a Pioneer rover centred at the front of the rover as shown in Figure 7 . The Pioneer rover was used for testing the algorithm while Kapvik was being built; however, the scans taken by the LiDAR sensor are almost identical for either platform.
To train the neural network, a simulation developed in MATLAB was used. The simulation models 3D terrain such as sloping hills and rocks, a rover traversing over this terrain and a LiDAR measuring the terrain from the rover's location. Note that training is done offline, prior to the robot operating in the field; therefore, the computational cost of such a simulation is less critical. It should be noted that other methods of simulating the scenario, such as the Gazebo simulator 43 would be equally appropriate.
3D terrain
For the purposes of Kapvik, there are two basic types of terrain. The first is traversable terrain, which represents sloping hills and valleys as well as flat surfaces. In the real-world tests done, this includes surfaces such as sand, cement and grass. The second type is untraversable terrain. This includes objects such as rocks, trees, bushes and other objects that are laying on the ground terrain and are larger than one Kapvik wheel diameter in height above the surface.
The ground terrain is constructed by randomly generating points in two dimensions and convolving this with a Gaussian filter using the method outlined in the study by Garcia and Stoll. 44 The convolution is achieved using the fast Fourier transform function in MATLAB. A polynomial is then fitted to the result such that
where z T is the height of the terrain in the global reference frame at the surface position located at ðx; yÞ. By randomly producing the 2D set of surface points and the parameters of the Gaussian filter, a different ground shape is generated each time a training set is created, as shown in Figure 8(a) . To generate obstacles, a convex polyhedron model is used for the purpose of speeding up LiDAR simulation. Unlike an open-ended surface, closed surfaces such as rocks can be represented by a polyhedron. Efficient ray tracing operations for polyhedron are well established in computer graphics literature and the method used in the study by Haines 45 is used for this work. This allows the creation of many such objects in a given map. These objects are varied in size and location randomly, with a mean Z position of zero in relation to the ground it resides on. Much like rocks in nature, some of the polyhedron resides below the surface it is laying on. The end result of these two processes is a terrain with varying degrees of slope and a random distribution of obstacles at different heights above the ground terrain that are untraversable as shown in Figure 8(a) . From the viewpoint of a LiDAR, this type of terrain closely matches the type of terrain encountered in an outdoor environment. In addition to these two main types of terrain, one can adjust the simulation to account for trees using cylindrical shapes instead of polyhedron shapes. To simulate grass or bushes, adding variance to the measurements generated from designated areas of traversable or untraversable terrains will differentiate these terrains from the 'regular' terrain in a realistic way.
Rover model
The rover used in this simulation is modelled after a differential drive rover such as the Pioneer rover that was used for some of the outdoor tests. Kapvik may be approximated similarly as it uses skid steering and the motor controllers drive each side of wheels nominally at the same speed. A differential drive rover forward kinematic model was simplified to a unicycle model, with inputs ofṽðtÞ andṽðtÞ for linear and angular velocity, respectively, at time t. Differential drive rovers are generally capable of turning in place so this simplification is close to actual kinematic behaviour.
After the rover moves through one time step, the pose is adjusted to conform to the terrain beneath it. To simplify the simulation, it has been assumed that the surface is smooth and that the wheels are always in contact with the surface at a single point of contact. In the study by Tarokh and McDermott, 46 a kinematic model is developed to determine the rover wheel configuration given the constraints of the rover's x-and y-position and its heading, ' z , that has been adjusted here for use on both differential drive and rocker-bogie vehicle mobility types.
In addition, at each time step, the simulation determines slope and height of the surface at the global x-and y-position of each of the rover's wheels. Based on the slope and height of the surface mesh under each wheel, the pose of the rover is optimized under the constraints of its position and its current direction using the fminsearch function in MATLAB. The end result is shown in Figure 8(a) . To simulate bumpy and uneven terrain, some noise is added to the control input vector.
For the purposes of the simulation, the rover is started at a random position above the randomly generated terrain. It is in general placed in a location somewhat close to an obstacle so that at least one valid scan containing both traversable and untraversable terrain is taken, but this can be adjusted. The trajectory the rover takes can be changed to avoid obstacles using a path planning algorithm, but for the initial tests, the rover drove a limited distance so this was unnecessary.
To accurately simulate a real-world scenario, the rover's pose in the global reference frame is estimated using FastSLAM 2.0. 6 The estimated pose and uncertainty is used as one set of inputs to the neural net, rather than the 'true' simulated rover pose. The measurements supplied to the FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm include a simulated IMU that can observe the rover's pitch and roll, a sun sensor that observes heading and the rover's LiDAR measurements, which are used to track features from multiple viewpoints and allow the rover to observe the position of those features and its own pose in the global reference frame. Each measurement is summed with random Gaussian noise based on sensor specifications.
LiDAR model
To simulate LiDAR scans, a set of 'rays' is generated, each ray representing a single LiDAR measurement direction. In our case, this consists of a set number of 2D scans at each tilt interval. Each ray is calculated in its parameterized form based on the position of two points. The first point is the position of the LiDAR sensor and the second point is defined by the tilt and bearing angles as well as the maximum range of the LiDAR. The next step is to determine the intersection points, if any, between these rays and the surface mesh that represents the ground as well as the polyhedrons representing objects. The ultimate goal is to determine, for each ray, the intersection point that is the closest distance to the LiDAR. To do this, the intersection points are calculated for the ground first. A system of nonlinear equations is set up using equation (19) and parameterized line equations. Using MATLAB's fmincon function, a solution for the intersection point is found for each ray within the boundaries of the LiDAR field of view. These intersection points are then compared to any intersection points with untraversable terrain.
The distance of each intersection point from the LiDAR head position corresponds to the range measurement. The intersection point with the smallest distance from the rover is then selected as the measurement. After this selection, Gaussian noise is added to the range measurement. The bearing and tilt measurements are predefined by the resolution of the LiDAR bearing and the tilt unit. An example of the simulated LiDAR scan of an environment is shown in Figure 8(b) .
Results
With the neural network developed in 'Neural network development' section and the simulation in 'LiDAR configuration and terrain simulation' section, training of a neural network can be accomplished. The algorithm was run on a test set generated by the same simulation as the training and validation sets. The neural networks were trained with all inputs and the binary outputs discussed in 'Neural network development' section. The grid cell size was set to 0.1 Â 0.1 m 2 and a varying number of hidden layers and their corresponding number of neurons were tested on the same data set. The maximum number of neurons was limited to 32 and the maximum number of hidden layers was limited to 3 to avoid high computational cost. By testing all possible permutations, it was determined that the best performance was obtained using 2 hidden layers, with 16 neurons each.
For comparison, the same training, validation and test sets from simulation were used to train and evaluate other popular classifier options using the classification learner tool available in MATLAB. The confusion matrices for the top four performers are shown in Figure 9 which shows that the neural network is 90.2% accurate and performs comparably to the algorithms in MATLAB: fine Gaussian SVM at 89.0%, fine K-nearest neighbour (KNN) at 92.5% and complex decision tree at 80.7%. While these results show that the fine KNN algorithm performs slightly better than the presented neural network algorithm, the neural network algorithm was chosen for its flexibility to tune for performance as discussed in 'EKF formulation' section and to leave open the option to expand the algorithm to more complex network architectures. However, this analysis shows that the proposed training method is valid for a wide array of classification algorithms.
Outdoor tests
The results in Figure 9 show that the neural network and other classifiers have been successfully trained to differentiate terrain (in this case as traversable or untraversable) in a simulated environment with 90.2% accuracy. The trained neural network was then tested on actual outdoor data taken with the Hokuyo LiDAR scanner. The goal was to output scans that separate traversable and untraversable terrain, verified by visually inspecting each classification and comparing to pictures taken at the same time and place. The untraversable terrain that has been classified can then be used as an input to path planning or data association problems.
Scans were taken on the Carleton University campus. The environments chosen included large boulders, sidewalks, grass, trees, shrubs and brick walls. This presented a number of varied terrain types for the neural network to classify. An example of a classified scan is shown in Figure  10 with an original scan, classified scan and picture taken from slightly above the LiDAR's point of view. Lightly coloured points represent traversable terrain, whereas untraversable terrain is darkly coloured. In Figure 10 (c), the large boulder to the left seen in Figure 10 (a) can be seen to be classified correctly as untraversable, along with the small rock shown to the extreme right of the image. The boulder that appears in the middle-right of the image does not appear in the LiDAR scan due to its distance from the rover and the limited range of the Hokuyo range finder.
Petrie Island beach near Ottawa, Canada was used as a testing ground for Kapvik's chassis so the LiDAR classification was tested on this terrain as well. This terrain is more similar to a Martian environment than the other outdoor measurements taken at Carleton's campus. A SICK LMS LiDAR (SICK AG, Waldkirch, Germany) and Husky (Clearpath Inc., Waterloo, Canada) rover were used instead of the Hokuyo range finder and Pioneer rover so the range of each scan was much larger. To test a variety of features in the laser scans, sand was shovelled and shaped to form slopes. In addition, rocks and a bucket were placed in front of the rover to act as obstacles. The sloping terrain should not be identified by the rover as untraversable in most cases, whereas the rocks and bucket should. A picture of the scan area is shown in Figure 11 (a) with the slopes and obstacles labelled. A scan was taken and classified over this area. As in the previous scans, the lightly coloured points represent traversable terrain and darkly coloured points represent untraversable terrain. The corresponding shapes in the classified scan are labelled in Figure 11(b) . The plot shows that all features were correctly identified while leaving the sloping terrain classified as traversable.
To quantitatively assess the performance of the LiDAR classification, several different scans were taken at Petrie Island beach. Each of the scans had a varying rover pose and a different number of visible obstacles. The obstacles were positioned differently for each scan. Each scan was manually labelled and the LiDAR classifier output was compared to this. The results of these tests are shown in Table 1 .
While the overall scan classification is accurate, the untraversable classification does not perform as well as traversable classification. Obstacles are generally sparsely located across a LiDAR map. The majority of the error in classification comes from the flat tops of rocks. These areas could in a sense be considered traversable leaving the steep walls of tall rocks as the true obstacle for the rover. To classify the whole rock as untraversable, a greater range of neighbouring points should be included in the neural network so this is captured in the training step. In either case, the rover will not attempt to drive over this terrain as it is surrounded by untraversable points. Incorrect classification of untraversable terrain as traversable makes up less than 1% of the untraversable points that do not originate from the tops of rocks.
The Petrie Island quantitative results were then verified by applying the algorithm to much richer data sets. In collaboration with the Canadian Space Agency and Neptec Design Group Ltd, the algorithms were tested using the integrated vision, imaging and geological mapping sensor (IVIGMS) 47 to generate dense scans of the Canadian Space Agency's planetary emulation terrain. The scans include large boulders, sloping traversable terrain and steep cliffs. The scan pattern of the IVIGMS is unique; scans taken over longer periods of time generate denser point clouds. The classifier performed very well, despite being trained on a much different scan pattern, as shown in Figure 12 . It correctly identified all major obstacles, including differentiating between rocky and traversable sloping terrain. The binary and direct outputs of the classifier are displayed in Figure 12 (b) and (c), respectively. The direct output is scaled between lightly shaded and darkly shaded based on the output between 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. The majority of errors in classification were cells incorrectly labelled untraversable. These cells were mostly located beyond 10 m, where the scan data were much sparser on flat terrain. A correlation between scan density and falsely classified cells can be seen in Figure 13 and on closer inspection, the scan pattern creates the illusion of occlusions where the data are sparse. For the purposes of the Kapvik rover, a 10-m range of classification is acceptable for shortterm path planning; however, cell density is an input to the neural network and it is acceptable that it advises caution in areas that have not been adequately scanned.
The second data set presented in the study by Anderson et al. 48 makes use of an Autonosys (Autonosys Inc., Ottawa, Canada) scanning LiDAR (with a similar scanning pattern to the LiDAR used at Petrie Island) in a gravel pit located near Sudbury, Ontario that acted as a planetary analogue shown in Figure 14 . This data set contains much more extreme changes in elevation and many different types of terrain such as flat and steep terrain with small rocks and boulders scattered across it. The classifier successfully identified boulders and steep terrain as untraversable, whereas smooth terrain at the bottom of a valley is classified as traversable. The direct and binary outputs are displayed in Figure 14 . 
Conclusion
The presented simulation-based training methodology shows significant success in traversability classification of LiDAR data, using different LiDAR sensors on different types of terrain. Through simulation, changes in LiDAR and terrain can easily be implemented and manually labelling data sets are avoided. This constitutes a major improvement over previous classification training methods that rely on manually labelled data sets, allowing a variety of terrain to be tested and doing so in a fraction of the time. The classified traversability of observed terrain can then be used by guidance and navigation algorithms such as path planning and SLAM. This will be particularly useful during missions that contain dangerous, rocky terrain like that The output types and simulation complexity could potentially be expanded upon to improve classification; however, the proposed training methodology has demonstrated that it is possible to train classifiers using only simulation in the case of a planetary rover equipped with a LiDAR sensor. Building off the work in the study by Hewitt and Marshall, 49 future improvements will involve the use of LiDAR intensity measurements as additional inputs to the classifier, as they provide an additional observation of the surface normal and the object reflectivity, both indicative of different types of terrain.
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